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The biological interpretation of genetic interactions is a major challenge. Recently, Kelley and
Ideker proposed a method to analyze together genetic and physical networks, which explains many
of the known genetic interactions as linking different pathways in the physical network. Here, we
extend this method and devise novelanalytic tools forinterpretinggenetic interactions in a physical
context. Applying these tools on a large-scale Saccharomyces cerevisiae data set, our analysis
reveals140between-pathwaymodelsthatexplain3765geneticinteractions,roughlydoublingthose
that were previously explained. Model genes tend to have short mRNA half-lives and many
phosphorylation sites, suggesting that their stringent regulation is linked to pathway redundancy.
We also identify ‘pivot’ proteins that have many physical interactions with both pathways in our
models, and show that pivots tend to be essential and highly conserved. Our analysis of models and
pivots sheds light on the organization of the cellular machinery as well as on the roles of individual
proteins.
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Introduction
Gene knockout studies have shown that only B18% of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae genes are essential for growth on a
rich medium (Giaever et al, 2002). Consequently, buffering on
the genetic level is believed to be abundant in eukaryotes
(Hartman et al, 2001). To better understand the role of
nonessential genes, several large-scale studies performed
double knockouts (Pan et al, 2004; Tong et al, 2004) and
identiﬁed many events of synthetic lethality, where a mutant
carrying deletions of two nonessential genes is lethal, and
synthetic sickness, where the mutant shows a weaker
phenotype. We will use here the term genetic interaction (GI)
for the interaction of two genetic perturbations in affecting the
phenotype, whether lethal or sick. The graph that has genes as
nodes and edges corresponding to GIs is called the GI network.
Recent technologies also enable a systematic mapping of
protein–protein (Ito et al, 2001) and protein–DNA (Lee et al,
2002) interactions (physical interactions (PIs)), yielding large
PI networks. As the networks get larger, the need for
computational tools for dissecting them is mounting. The
integrated analysis of PI and GI networks is a compelling
challenge, as they carry important and complementary
biological signals. Initial studies have shown that proteins in
the same region of the GI network are slightly more likely to
interact physically (Tong et al, 2001, 2004), and that a protein
with many PIs is likely to have also many GIs (Ozier et al,
2003).
The modular nature of the cellular organization has been
widely recognized (Hartman et al, 2001). Many methods
have been developed for detecting functional modules
within PI networks. Such modules, often termed pathways,
represent physically interacting proteins involved in carrying
out a particular function. Depending on the detection
method, pathways may represent molecular complexes
(Bader and Hogue, 2003) or signaling cascades (Rives and
Galitski, 2003). Kelley and Ideker (2005) deﬁned a pathway
as a group of proteins that are densely interconnected in the
PI network, and studied the frequency of GIs within and
between such pathways.In a systematic analysis of large-scale
GI and PI data, they concluded that between-pathway
explanations of GIs are B3.5 times more abundant than
within-pathway explanations, and concluded that GIs mostly
bridge redundant processes. Further arguments for the
prevalence of between-pathway GIs were given by Ye et al
(2005), who postulated that genes in the same pathway are
expected to share common GI partners, and used similarity of
GI patterns in a successful function prediction. Similar results
were established recently on the DNA damage system (Pan
et al, 2006).
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Assembly of GI and PI networks
We assembled a GI network (Figure 1A) by taking from the
BioGRID database version 2.0.19 (Stark et al, 2006) 13632
synthetic lethality and synthetic ﬁtness interactions for
S. cerevisiae, covering 2682 genes. By focusing on genes with
at least two interactions, we obtained a GI network of 1869
genes and 12850 interactions. Our PI network, consisting of
protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions from multiple
sources (Supplementary information 1), contained 68172
interactions covering 6184 proteins.
Pathway deﬁnitions and between-pathway models
Our starting point was the computational framework of Kelley
and Ideker (2005) for detection of between-pathway inter-
pretations for GIs. Kelley and Ideker deﬁne a ‘pathway’ as a
densely connected set of proteins in the PI network, and a
‘between-pathway model’ as a disjoint pair of pathways that
are densely interconnected in the GI network (Figure 1B).
Models are deﬁned probabilistically and are found using a
greedy algorithm. While the requirement of high PI density is
appropriate for complexes, many other known biological
pathways (e.g. linear signaling cascades) do not induce dense
subnetworks in the physical network. We therefore chose to
employ an alternative deﬁnition, in which a pathway is simply
a connected subnetwork in the PI network (a connected
pathway, described in Materials and methods). An example
of two sparse pathways is presented in Figure 2A. The
buffering between the mechanism of DNA repair through
homologous recombination and the response to oxidative
stress is indeed only partially recovered when using the dense
pathwaydeﬁnition(notshown).Wedeﬁneabetween-pathway
model (BPM) as in Kelleyand Ideker (2005), but using the new
notionofapathway(Figure1C).Thescoringofmodelsandthe
model detection algorithm are deﬁned in Materials and
methods. A comparison of our models with those found using
dense pathways on the same interaction data (Supplementary
information A) shows that we construct more between-
pathway explanations of GIs (3765 versus 3117), while
maintaining the signiﬁcant functional content of models. Our
models also allow more direct interpretation of speciﬁc
buffering cases than congruence methods (Supplementary
information B).
A comprehensive model map in S. cerevisiae
Our BPM ﬁnding approach generated 140 models and
provided between-pathway explanations for 3765 GIs, a 2.7-
fold increase from the 1377 interactions explained in Kelley
and Ideker (2005). This is mainly due to the incorporation of
more GIs (12850 instead of 4125) and to a lesser extent due
to using more PIs (68172 versus 27604), as we use those only
Figure 1 Study outline and methodology. (A) Overview of the analysis methods and the reported results. (B) A BPM constructed from two dense pathways in the PI
network. (C) A BPM constructed from two connected pathways in the PI network. (D, E) Examples of two biological explanations for pivot proteins. In (D), the pivots
correspond to shared members of two linear pathways, where the signal ﬂow is indicated by the arrow directions, and in (E), they correspond to shared complex
members. Note that the pivots in (E) are not redundant, as they are densely connected to both pathways with physical interactions and do not have a genetic interaction
between them.
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Thegenecontentofthemodelsisavailableinasupplementary
archive. A full description and an interactive visualization of
the models are available at http://acgt.cs.tau.ac.il/bpm.
Functional enrichment of models
We utilized the TANGO algorithm (Shamir et al, 2005) in order
to test the functional enrichment of the models in GO
categories (Ashburner et al, 2000). A total of 71.4 and 69.3%
of the BPMs were enriched with at least one functional
category from the ‘biological process’ and the ‘cellular
compartment’ ontologies, respectively (Supplementary Table
S1). Of the complexes annotated in SGD GO-slim (Cherry et al,
1998), 46.3% were enriched in at least one BPM. Despite the
low coverage of the GI network, the coverage of complexes is
comparable to that achievable by direct analysis of the PI
network (Supplementary information C).
Phenotypic coherence within and between
pathways
To what extent do the two pathways in a BPM have the same
function? To answer this question, we used the phenotypic
contribution of non-essential genes in S. cerevisiae,a s
measured by the ﬁtness of deletion mutants in diverse
treatments (Brown et al, 2006). We found that a BPM pathway
is signiﬁcantly more coherent in its phenotypic response pattern
than random connected groups of the same size in the physical
network(Pearsoncorrelationof0.384versusanaverageof0.0382,
Po0.001; Supplementary Figure S2). The correlation between the
pathways in a BPM is also higher than expected (0.112 versus
0.0378 expected, Po0.001; Supplementary Figure S2).
Identiﬁcation of pivot proteins
As we established that the pathways within models frequently
represent coherent functional units, and as functional units
within the cell sometimes share components (Krause et al,
2004), we tested the possibility of computationally detecting
such shared components within the PI network. To this end,
for each model, we sought proteins that are densely connected
to both of its pathways (Figure 1D and E, Materials and
methods), and called them the pivot proteins for the model.
Altogether, we identiﬁed 124 distinct pivots in 40 models. On
average, 1.09 pivots were found in each model, and each pivot
appeared in 1.22 models.
We systematically analyzed the representation of proteins
that are known to take part in several distinct processes in the
group of pivots. To this end, we identiﬁed proteins participat-
ing in several complexes or pathways (see Materials and
methods), and also used a curated set of multicomplexed
genes (Krause et al, 2004). As summarized in Table I, the
pivots were enriched in all three sets. One example of such
overlap is in BPM 96 (Figure 2B). In a model containing as
pathways parts of the SWR1 and Ino80 complexes involved in
chromatin remodeling, we identiﬁed the pivot proteins Arp4,
Rvb1 and Rvb2, three out of the four proteins known to
participate in both the SWR1 and the Ino80 complexes (Shen
et al, 2000; Krogan et al, 2003). In BPM 97 (Figure 2C), Sus1,
which has been shown to take part both in the nuclear pore
Figure 2 Model examples. Rectangles represent genes, and the two pathways are shown in different colors. The blue ovals are the pivot nodes. Essentials genes are
drawn with thicker border. See main text for discussion of each of the BPMs (A–E). In (A), for clarity, 52 genetic interactions between the pathways are not shown.
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identiﬁed as a pivot in a model representing GIs between the
two pathways. When pivots do not correspond to known
complex or pathway overlaps, they frequently represent
general purpose genes cooperating with multiple pathways.
For example, in BPM 87, the general transcription factor Spt15
was identiﬁed as a pivot of a model that contains components
of the distinct transcription-related complexes RSC, SWR1 and
SAGA (Figure 2D).
Essentiality and evolutionary retention of pivot
proteins
The two pathways that form a model are often partially
redundant in function, and as the pivots represent proteins
that are active in both pathways, we hypothesized that the
pivotswillfrequentlycorrespondtoessentialgenes.Indeed,72
of the pivots were found to be essential, a highly signiﬁcant
fraction given the total number of essential genes in the
network (22.6 essentials expected, P¼1.42 10
 23). Although
we observed a general strong correlation between degree and
essentiality (P¼5.87 10
 85 using rank-sum test), as pre-
viously reported (Jeong et al, 2001), the high prevalence of
essential genes among pivots is far beyond what can be
explained by their degrees alone (39.98 essentials expected,
Po10
 5). The essential pivots also tend to have closer
functions to their BPMs (Supplementary information D).
Essentiality was recently shown to be connected to the
evolutionary retention of genes in eukaryotes (Gustafson
et al, 2006). Using the data from Gustafson et al (2006) we
found that the pivots are signiﬁcantly retained in evolution
(P¼9.79 10
 9), even when controlling for the large fraction
of essential genes (P¼0.029).
Example: the spindle checkpoint model
An interesting example of using models and pivots for
understanding cellular mechanisms is BPM 66 (Figure 2E).
This model represents buffering between different compo-
nents of the kinetochore, a complex bound to the centromeres
of chromosomes during mitosis. Together with its pivots, the
model is composed of members of three known subcomplexes
of the inner kinetochore: Ndc80, COMA and MIND (De Wulf
etal,2003).Speciﬁcally,thepivotsMtw1andDsn1correspond
to a distinct unit of the MIND complex, which bridges
different kinetochore subcomplexes (De Wulf et al, 2003;
Westermann et al, 2003). The two subunits of the Ndc80
complex, Nuf2/Spc24 and Tid3/Spc25, which were shown to
be at least partially redundant (McCleland et al, 2003), are
placed in different pathways. Note that even though the four
subunits of the Ndc80 complex show all possible GIs and PIs
between pairs, the biologically correct partition of this
complex into pathways was obtained by taking into con-
sideration the other GIs in the model. For example, Mad1
physically connects only with the Tid3/Spc25 subunit and
genetically interacts only with the Nuf2/Spc24 subunit. These
additional external interactions cause the biologically correct
partition to score higher than other alternatives.
Mad1, a highly conserved protein with a speciﬁc function in
the spindle cell cycle checkpoint, is of additional interest. At
the spindle checkpoint, the cells are arrested in metaphase
until all chromosomes successfully attach to microtubules.
Tid3 and Spc25, members of the Ndc80 complex, which
appear in the pathway with Mad1, were speciﬁcally linked to
the spindle checkpoint in several organisms (summarized in
Bharadwaj et al, 2004). Moreover, the recruitment of Mad1
wasshowntobe dependenton Spc25and Tid3 inXenopus and
humancells(McClelandetal,2003;Bharadwajetal,2004)and
the spindle checkpoint was shown to be defective in spc25
mutants (Wigge and Kilmartin, 2001). How exactly does Mad1
attach to the kinetochore is currently not known. Although
Mad1 shows a yeast two-hybrid interaction with Spc25 in
S. cerevisiae (Newman et al, 2000) and with Tid3 in human
cells (Martin-Lluesma et al, 2002), attempts to demonstrate a
biochemical interaction between Ndc80 and Mad1 have been
reported unsuccessful (Martin-Lluesma et al, 2002; McCleland
et al, 2003).
In our model, Mad1 is linkedto the pivot Smc1, a memberof
the cohesin complex, required for sister chromatid cohesion
during mitosis. Smc1 was shown to localize to the kinetochore
during meiosis and to interact with Tid3 in yeast and human
cells (Zheng et al, 1999; Gregson et al, 2002). Furthermore,
Smc1 was shown to be required for proper assembly of the
mitotic spindle in human cells (Gregson et al, 2001), but its
exact function in the metaphase is unknown. Our ﬁndings
suggest that the connection of Mad1 to the kinetochore in
general and to the Ndc80 complex in particular, is mediated
through Smc1. Note how the use of pivots provides additional
clues to BPM annotation and to the understanding of inter-
pathway organization.
Physiological properties of models
Recently, the physiological properties of the PI network hubs
were extensively analyzed (Batada et al, 2006). As many
proteins in our models were such hubs, we asked whether
Table I Multiple roles of pivot proteins
No. of proteins Pivots Expected Signiﬁcance
GO complexes 206 21 4.35 P¼1.27 10
 9
KEGG pathways 390 11 8.24 P¼0.200
Filtered KEGG pathways 71 6 1.50 P¼3.68 10
 3
Known complex overlaps 39 8 0.55 P¼7.49 10
 9
The enrichment of proteins known to participate in multiple physical pathways within the set of pivot proteins. GO complexes are taken from SGD ‘macromolecular
complex GO-slim’ ontology. The ﬁltered KEGG pathways are KEGG pathways in which at least 50% genes formed a connected component in our physical network.
Known complex overlaps are taken from Krause et al (2004). Signiﬁcance was evaluated using hypergeometric distribution.
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hubs. Here, we focus on the analysis of mRNA stability (Wang
et al, 2002) and the number of putative phosphorylation sites
(Obenauer et al, 2003), two properties manifesting the
turnover and regulation of the gene. Detailed analysis,
covering additional properties, is described in Supplementary
information E and Supplementary Table S2.
Our tests show that BPM genes behave signiﬁcantly unlike
other genes. The average mRNA half-life of BPM genes was
21.4, versus 26.2 in all other genes (P¼9.97 10
 10, rank-sum
test). The average number of phosphorylation sites was 5.1,
versus4.0forallothergenes(P¼3.13 10
 9).Bothparameters
were signiﬁcantly correlated between the two pathways that
constitute a BPM (intraclass correlations of 0.408 and 0.189,
Po10
 4 and P¼0.0184, respectively). This ﬁnding cannot be
explained by the high degrees of model genes (Supplementary
Table S2).
Note that the mRNA half-lives are experimentally derived,
whereas the phosphorylation sites are computationally in-
ferred from sequence. On all the 3552 genes for which both
parameters are available, they are not correlated (r¼ 0.0182
P¼0.276). However, the parameters are signiﬁcantly corre-
lated on the genes within BPMs (566 genes, r¼ 0.132,
P¼1.6 10
 3). These results remain highly signiﬁcant when
controlling for key functions enriched in the model partici-
pants (Supplementary Figure S4). These ﬁndings suggest that
genes in BPMs might experience more stringent regulation. A
possible hypothesis is that in pathways for which redundant
mechanisms are available, a tighter regulation allows the cell
to switch between the alternatives faster. However, this
conclusion has to be revalidated when GIs covering a wider
functional range become available.
Our results indicate that despite the limitations of today’s GI
and PI networks, their integrated analysis is a powerful
approach for understanding the organization of the yeast
cellular system. We expect that such analysis will provide




We build upon the probabilistic score described in Kelley and Ideker
(2005) and Sharan et al (2005) to identify between-pathway explana-
tions for GIs by ﬁnding BPMs within the GI and the PI networks. Let
G
G¼(V,E
G) be the GI network and let G
P¼(V,E
P) be the PI network.
Note that nodes in V represent both the genes and their products,
depending on the context. A BPM is a pair of disjoint sets V1,V2, such
that (a) |V1|,|V2|X2, (b) each Vi induces a connected subgraph in G
P
and (c) there are unusually many GIs between V1 and V2 (Figure 1C).
We call each Vi a pathway. Property (c) reﬂects the assumption that
genetic buffering implies a dense set of GIs between the pathways.
We now quantify property (c). We derive a log-odds score reﬂecting
the likelihood that the density of GIs between the two pathways is
unusually high. We compare two hypotheses: under the BPM
hypothesis, every pair of genes, one from V1 and the other from V2,
geneticallyinteractwithahighprobabilityb,independentlyofallother
gene pairs, and the likelihood of a model (V1,V2) is thus
P(a,b)A(V1 V2)bI(a,b)þ(1 b)(1 I(a,b)), where I(a,b) equals 1 if
there exists a GI between a and b and otherwise equals 0; in the null
hypothesis, every pair (a,b) is connected with probability ra,b,
representing the chance of observing this interaction at random, given
the degrees of a and b in G
G. We estimate ra,b by generating a random
ensemble of networks with the same degree sequence and counting
what fraction of them contain an interaction between a and b. The log-







ða;bÞ2V1 V2 bIða;bÞþð 1   bÞð1   Iða;bÞÞ
Q
ða;bÞ2V1 V2 ra;bIða;bÞþð 1   ra;bÞð1   Iða;bÞÞ
The main difference between this score and the score described in
KelleyandIdeker (2005)is inthe structureimposedbythe BPMsin the
PI network. Here we do not score the model for density of PIs within
each pathway, and instead require that each is connected in G
P.
Model ﬁnding algorithm
Themodel ﬁndingprocedure describedinKelleyandIdeker(2005)is a
greedy network search algorithm that uses as seeds single GIs. We
improve this procedure by initializing the algorithm with better seeds
that are maximal bicliques in the GI network (a biclique is a disjoint
pairofnodesetssuchthateverynodeineachsethasedgestoallnodes
in the other set). The following procedure is performed for each u, v
such that (u,v)AE
P
1. Identify B—the set of nodes adjacent to both u and v in G
G. Proceed
only if |B|Xkmin.
2. Partition B into connected components in G
P: B1,B2,y,Bl.
3. For each Bi such that |Bi|Xkmin, identify the set Ai of nodes







m and add (Bi,Ai
j) to the set of seeds if |Ai
j|Xkmin.
This algorithm produces maximal bicliques (V1,V2)i nG
G, such that
each Vi induces a connected component in G
Pand has size Xkmin. The
produced set of seeds is then ﬁltered for overlaps. We used kmin¼2i n
all tests. Owing to the relatively sparse nature of both interaction
networks, this method is very efﬁcient in practice.
The optimization phase starts with each seed as a candidate model,
and greedily tries to improve the score of the current model through
addition, removal or exchange of nodes between the two pathways
while keeping each pathway connected in the PI network. In order to
efﬁciently keep track of the connectivity requirement, we use the
notionofarticulationnodes.Anarticulationnodeinaconnectedgraph
isanodewhoseremovaldisconnectsthegraph.Articulationnodescan
be efﬁciently detected during a depth-ﬁrst search traversal of the
graph, by calculating the ‘lowpoint’ values of every node (cf. Even,
1979). The algorithm maintains the connectivity of each pathway by
dynamically updating, for each pathway, its set of articulation nodes.
This set is used to ban optimization moves whichdisrupt connectivity.
After the optimization, a ﬁltering step removes models that overlap by
450% in both pathways to higher scoring models. An additional
model ﬁltering step computes an empiric P-value by sampling 1000
random gene groups of the same size, and retains only BPMs with
Po0.05 (see Supplementary information F).
Identiﬁcation of pivot proteins
Given a model (V1,V2), we seek nodes that are densely connected to
both pathways in the physical network. Speciﬁcally, for every vAV,
denote by Ni(v) the nodes in Vi that are adjacent to v in G
P. We call v a
pivot if, for i¼1,2, |Ni(v)|Xlmin and |Ni(v)| is signiﬁcant, given the
degree of v in G
P (PoPmax, using hypergeometric test). In the actual
analysis described in this paper, we used lmin¼2 and Pmax¼0.05. In
addition, to ﬁlter master regulator genes that are involved in many
processes, such as protein folding chaperons, we only considered as
pivots proteins with degree o250 in G
P.
Statistical analysis
Correlation analysis was performed using the non-parametric Spear-
man test, unless otherwise indicated. All P-values reported when
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by random sampling of a large number of gene groups with the same
fraction of genes from that class. The P-values reported when
controlling for the degrees were calculated by ﬁrst binning all the
genes into 40 equal-size bins based on their degree, and then sampling
genes from the bins, while maintaining the proportion of genes from
each bin.
Supplementary information
Supplementary information is available at the Molecular Systems
Biology website (www.nature.com/msb).
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